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85 of 86 review helpful A Sumptuous Companion By John D Cofield As its subtitle indicates this book is meant to 
accompany the mini series Victoria now being shown on PBS in the United States Starring Jenna Coleman Rufus 
Sewell Tom Hughes and a galaxy of other excellent British performers Victoria covers the early years and the 
beginning of the reign of Queen Victoria It is a magnificent production filmed with me The official companion to nbsp 
the Masterpiece presentation on PBS Victoria delves into the private writings of the young Queen Victoria painting a 
vivid picture of the personal life of one of England rsquo s greatest monarchs From the producers of Poldark and 
Endeavour ITV rsquo s Victoria follows the early years of the young queen rsquo s reign based closely on Victoria 
rsquo s own letters and journals Now ex ldquo Rappaport rsquo s text beautifully and chronologically guides the 
reader through the early years of Victoria rsquo s reign hellip This is a volume fans of the Masterpiece series will look 
at again and again rdquo Newark Star Ledger ldqu 
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